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Compliancy Introduces CompliancyOnline and adds a record number of New Accounts

Research Triangle Park, NC – October 22, 2015. Compliancy introduces its long awaited comprehensive
cloud solution for internet security and audit applications. Compliancy has developed its GRC platform
for over 13 years with millions of automated audit transactions performed for clients. The technology
started as an innovated web-based GRC automation tool and evolved into sophisticated cloud-based
GRC / internet security solution. CompliancyOnline takes this proven technology and packages it with
business intelligence, information security tools and audit services for a comprehensive cloud-based
information security and audit solution for small and mid-market enterprises.
“We have taken our years of experience with fortune 500, international and government agencies and
have packaged a solution to assist the smaller enterprise with their information security needs” says
Mark Shaw, President of Compliancy. “Smaller organizations are being saddled with an increasing level
of IT audit requirements and we have the technology and resources to help them in a cost effective
manner.”
In 2015, Compliancy has already surpassed its previous record number of new clients for a calendar
year. This growth is being driven by information security audits and requirements such as SOC, PCI,
HIPAA, Shared Assessment and others. Finding cost effective ways manage a multitude of requirements
is key to Compliancy’s clients and CompliancyOnline is the next step to addressing the market.
Compliancy will continue, not only to invest in its technology but is focused on total compliance
solutions by offering services to assist organizations in attaining and maintaining compliance with
multiple information and business standards and regulations. Contact Compliancy at
www.compliancy.com to learn more about how our experience is assisting organizations today.
About Compliancy
Compliancy specializes in information security and multi-compliance automation services for
organizations. Compliancy offers cyber security solutions and multi-compliance solutions including SOC,
ISO, PCI, HIPAA, FCPA and other GRC applications. Processes and controls unique to the company and
industry can be easily automated and standardized to accelerate process completion, more effectively
manage risk and lower the cost of management. Large multi-national, mid-size companies and
government agencies choose Compliancy because of its greater flexibility and cost effectiveness.

